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Abstract

Turing, in his immortal 1936 paper, observed that ‘[human] computing is normally done by writing… symbols on [two-dimensional] paper’, but noted that use of a second dimension ‘is always avoidable’ and that ‘the two-dimensional character of paper is no essential of computation’. We propose to promote two-dimensional models of computation and exploit the naturalness of two-dimensional representations of data. In particular, programs for a two-dimensional Turing machine can be recorded most naturally on its own two-dimensional input–output grid in such a transparent fashion that schoolchildren would have no difficulty comprehending their behaviour. This two-dimensional rendering allows, furthermore, for a most perspicacious rendering of Turing’s universal machine.
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1 Introduction

Computing is normally done by writing certain symbols on paper.
We may suppose this paper is divided into squares like a child’s arithmetic book.
In elementary arithmetic the two-dimensional character of the paper is sometimes used.
But such a use is always avoidable, and I think that it will be agreed that the two-dimensional character of paper is no essential of computation.
I assume then that the computation is carried out on one-dimensional paper, i.e. on a tape divided into squares.

—Alan M. Turing (1936, p. 249)

1.1 Our 2D world

Though we humans live in a three-dimensional world evolving in time, written communication is virtually always two-dimensional, from its hoary beginnings with impressions on clay envelopes [37], through multi-directional hieroglyphics, down to modern e-book readers. Though prose may be read in one dimension, as one long string, the second dimension of the page (or stele) is often quite relevant, not just as a convenience for breaking lines into easily scannable segments. The written or printed page may include diagrams, tables, charts and illustrations; art and poetry are inherently two-dimensional; arithmetic and geometry are usually performed on the plane; set relations and...
propositional logic have intuitive two-dimensional renderings (with Euler diagrams, Venn diagrams and truth tables); mathematical notation (matrices, integrals, etc.), physical notation (e.g. Feynman diagrams) and chemical notation (as far back as John Dalton’s molecular diagrams), all make use of both dimensions; even formal proofs are better viewed as trees of formulas than as sequences.

There are, of course, data objects that are inherently multi-dimensional and which require encodings to place on a two-dimensional grid. Movies have a third dimension, time. Architectural plans and organic molecules are also three-dimensional. As we humans traditionally communicate two-dimensionally, we employ more-or-less standard two-dimensional encodings of such multi-dimensional entities: movies as sequences of images; perspectives and views for rendering plans; and stereographic notations for molecules. The overall importance of the visual dimension for communication and thought has been powerfully argued by Rudolf Arnheim [2].

1.2 2D computer science

Today, two-dimensional input–output is de rigueur, with ubiquitous video displays and increasingly prevalent touch screens (used already in 1964 in the innovative Plato environment for interactive education [41]). Many programs—spreadsheets in particular—present data in two-dimensional tabular or graphic form, with which a person interacts. The ease of use of two-dimensional spreadsheets is commonly considered one of the catalysts of the PC revolution [18].

Additionally, there are numerous programming paradigms in which programs are expressed two-dimensionally. In the beginning, there were graphs of finite automata (attributed to Shannon and Weaver [39]) and flowcharts of imperative programs (used by Turing [45]; attributed to Goldstine and von Neumann [17]). Then there were Petri nets [35] and Statecharts [21], followed by UML [14] and various hierarchical, graphical specification paradigms. An old example of a column-aware programming language is IBM’s Report Program Generator (RPG) [26]. A number of languages use indentation to indicate structure, notably Python [20], following in the footsteps of ABC and its predecessors (beginning with B0 [16]). Some early two-dimensional efforts were surveyed in [48].

Two-dimensional cellular automata operate in a two-dimensional world and have been studied extensively, starting with Conway’s Game of Life (see [15]), and—more recently—with Langton’s ‘ants’ [27], dubbed ‘turmites’ (see [12, 43]); see also [30]. These were preceded by studies of finite-state automata on grids [5, 40]. Most recently, cellular automata with evolving topologies have been investigated [3]. The rules for cellular automata are often themselves described in a two-dimensional pattern-based programming language.

There is also a plethora of ‘visual’ programming languages, generic and special-purpose (see [49]), and conferences and journals devoted just to this subject. Still, we see room for further advances. For example, new languages ought to be designed with two-dimensional active interfaces to a constraint-based graphical system—as proposed in [11]. It would seem that the success of two-dimensional visual languages would depend on how well intuition matches the medium and its manipulation.

We describe in the sections that follow what is the simplest fully powerful (sequential) grid-based language, namely, two-dimensional Turing machines.

1.3 What’s to come

As quoted in the epigraph, Turing [44] already asserted the equipotency of one-dimensional and two-dimensional machines. Hartmanis and Stearns discussed the relative complexity of computing on multi-dimensional and multi-tape Turing machines back in 1965 [22]. And two-dimensional Turing
machines remain a common exercise in courses on the theory of computation, e.g. [6, Problem 8.2]. We will observe the relative naturalness of working with two-dimensional data and the additional advantage of also setting the program down two-dimensionally. One major benefit of two-dimensional languages operating on planar data is that programs and data look similar, so a universal Turing machine can be quite easy to code.

We begin, in the next section, by introducing the language and its two-dimensional computation state. Then to convince the reader of the convenience and pleasantness of this language, we present, in Section 3, various examples of programs written therein. A very straightforward universal machine (self-interpreter) is the subject of Section 4. Lastly, we discuss some of the potential benefits of two-dimensional programming languages, basing ourselves on our experiences with this Turing-machine instance.

2 A 2D language for 2D data

In his 1936 paper [44], Turing first introduced the idea of algorithms transforming symbols written on a two-dimensional page divided into squares like a child’s arithmetic book. Then Turing explained that it suffices to replace the standard two-dimensional page with a one-dimensional tape. We stick to Turing’s original conception and consider the state of a computation (besides the location in the program) to be a potentially infinite grid of squares, where all but a finite number of squares are blank and where the cursor (focus of attention) is always on one particular square. This leads to the extension of the standard language of Turing machines with two additional primitive instructions for moving the cursor on the page one square up or one square down, besides the usual instructions for moving left and right.

As it turns out, and as we illustrate here, two-dimensional Turing machines are remarkably easy to program and reason about. Rather than using quintuples for programs, as in Turing’s original work (wherein every step involves reading a symbol, writing on the tape and moving the head), we use flowcharts à la Uspensky [46] (see [9]), which are akin to Wang’s Turing-machine instructions [47], which, in turn, are a linearization of Post’s quadruples [32], which separated the motion commands from the reading and writing, any one of which can be performed at any step. To quote one set of course notes [24]: ‘Written as a list of 5-tuples, the instruction table δ of a TM [Turing machine] M can be hard to understand. We will often find it easier to represent M as a graph or flowchart. The nodes of the flowchart are the states of M.’

2.1 2D data

In general, algorithms are state-transition systems, in which the next-state relation is described in terms of atomic operations on states. The algorithm applies these operations to explore the state of the computation and transform it step-by-step. The data being manipulated by an algorithm are part and parcel of the computation state. The state of a graph-traversal algorithm, e.g., would include a representation of the graph in question.

Depending on the model of computation, the state space for the data takes on different forms. For random-access machines (RAM) [8], the state is conventionally described as a memory map; for Turing machines, the complete state (called an ‘instantaneous description’) is the contents of the machine’s tape, the position of its read/write head, and the current ‘internal state’; most generally—as in abstract state machines [19] (see [10])—states are logical structures. In our case, the state comprises
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Figure 1. A maze laid out on a grid and its solution. See Example 3.1.3.

2.2 2D programs

As in ordinary one-dimensional Turing machines, commands for two dimensions come in three flavours: move, draw and test. Movement of the cursor on the plane is always in single steps in any of the four cardinal directions: \(\uparrow\) to move one square up (north); \(\downarrow\) to move down (south); \(\rightarrow\) for right (east); and \(\leftarrow\) for left (west). Since we will work only in the lower-right quadrant of the plane, attempts to move off that region upwards or leftwards result in no movement at all. (Other conventions, full plane, half plane or another quadrant, are equally tenable.)

Additionally, one can draw any available symbol in the current cell, the grid square pointed to by the cursor. Instead of considering a finite number of symbols, we will, in our programs, consider a finite number of colours and shapes and paint the current square in any of the available icons (we will be using \(\heartsuit\), \(\diamondsuit\), \(\spadesuit\), \(\clubsuit\), and \(\blacklozenge\), predominantly\(^\text{1}\)). To draw icon X, we employ the command \(\blacklozenge X\). For instance, \(\blacklozenge \heartsuit\) will draw a (red) heart in the square under the cursor. In some cases (in particular, for the universal machine described later, in Section 4), we also write and test for symbols of the language itself (\(\uparrow\), \(\blacklozenge\), etc.)

\(^{1}\)The online version of this article colours the icons.
As an example, the sequence

\[ \text{(i.e. [draw (blue) diamond; go right]}^3; \text{[draw (blue) diamond; go down]}^3; \text{[draw (blue) diamond; go left]}^3; \text{[draw (blue) diamond; go up]}^3 \) \]

draws the following picture:

A program can also examine the current cell and continue to one instruction or another according to the outcome of the examination. Thus, a command \( \bullet X \) checks if the current square is painted \( X \), in which case execution proceeds one way. If the square is not \( X \), then execution proceeds a different way. The following program tests the initial cell: if it is a (red) heart, it draws a square made of (red-) hearts instead.

In this layout, when a test \( \bullet \) succeeds, execution continues to the right (with \( \text{➜} \), etc.); when it fails, it continues downward (with \( \text{✚} \)). Finally, a blank command, as at the end of each line of this drawing program, causes the program to stop in its place.

More generally, a straight-line (loop-free) program bears a tree-like shape, where each node is either labelled with a move instruction, a draw instruction or a test instruction. Each move or draw node is connected to one child and each test node is connected to two for each possible outcome, forming a ‘decision tree’. In the tabular layout we just used, ordinary instructions are connected to the next command to their right, while tests also connect to the command lying below, whence execution continues in the event the test fails.

Such two-dimensional representations of decision trees are often used in documentation, usually with arrows connecting commands with those that follow. The US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) provides numerous examples; see Figure 2. Using a two-dimensional representation avoids the use of parentheses that are needed when trees are represented in a one-dimensional language, so as to disambiguate and differentiate between

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } b_1 \text{ then (if } b_2 \text{ then } x \text{ else } y) \\
\text{if } b_1 \text{ then (if } b_2 \text{ then } x \text{) else } y
\end{align*}
\]

In many cases there are shared components, suggesting an acyclic graph (dag) structure, as in the IRS instructions in Figure 3. More generally, repetitive tasks require a graph structure. Again the IRS has been most obliging; see Figure 4. For these cases, one needs to indicate where in the program to continue in the various cases. One typically uses arrows for that purpose. For example, an algorithm for copying an arbitrary contiguous sequence of (red) hearts from one line to the next can be expressed as the following flowchart, incorporating a loop that terminates after the last (red) heart:
There are various equivalent ways of representing such a flowchart. One is to give a name to each wire and to call them *states*: 

![Diagram](image-url)
Figure 3. IRS acyclic flowchart.

Figure 4. IRS graph flowchart.
Then, each node is a transition between states, leading to the transition table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In state</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>and go to state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>look under cursor:</td>
<td>3 if it is;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is it a (red) heart?</td>
<td>2 if it is not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(halt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>move down</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>draw (red) heart</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>move up</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>move right</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another option is to write the program down in a language with gotos (jumps),

1: if (red) heart then go to 3
2: halt
3: move down
4: draw (red) heart
5: move up
6: move right
7: go to 1

the only difference being that, if not stated otherwise, the next command to be executed is the one below, on the next line.

In the next section, we will lay programs out on a grid. That will require various connectors, in lieu of arrows.

### 2.3 2D programs as 2D data

Considering that the state of computation is a two-dimensional grid, flowcharts can just as well be represented on the same sort of grid layout as for the data (though not on the input/output grid itself).

In Section 4, we will see how this convention allows any program to be given as input to a universal machine without any need to encode it, in which case the input program and its input are both placed on the universal program’s data grid.

This tabular format for programs requires some sort of notation for arrows to connect non-adjacent commands. The following is our copying example in this format:

```
| v | < | < | < | < | < | < |
|   | * | ♥ | v | ♥ | v | ♥ |
```

Arrows are realized by a series of links, ∧, ∨, < and >. The test and draw commands are written across two squares, one for the type of instruction (● or ♦) and the second for the symbol that is to be read or written (♥ in this case). In the absence of a link, the instruction to the right is performed next. For a conditional, if the test fails, the command below is taken. In this example, that is a blank, halt
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Instruction. Think of the above layout as five commands (not counting halt) and one non-adjacent back-arrow, as shown here:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\uparrow & < & < & < & < & < & \\
\bullet & \heartsuit & \downarrow & \diamondsuit & \heartsuit & \uparrow & \rightarrow & \wedge
\end{array}
\]

In the examples that follow, we will usually omit cell boundaries, turning the above program into this:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\uparrow & < & < & < & < & < & \\
\bullet & \heartsuit & \downarrow & \diamondsuit & \heartsuit & \uparrow & \rightarrow & \wedge
\end{array}
\]

Since the grid is only two-dimensional, we need to make provision for crossing over other links when required. It suffices to use just $\ll$ and $\gg$ indicating a double step to the left or right, respectively. For example, the following program (for exclusive-or of two binary numbers) shares code segments and uses a jump-right link over an up-arrow link ($\gg \wedge \downarrow$):

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\uparrow & \ll & \ll & \ll & \ll & \ll & \ll & \\
\bullet & \heartsuit & \uparrow & \diamondsuit & \heartsuit & \uparrow & \rightarrow & \wedge \\
\end{array}
\]

2.4 Completeness

It should be clear that our language is Turing-complete and can describe anything that is computable in one or two dimensions. If an ordinary one-dimensional Turing machine, when in state $q$, e.g.,

- just moves left, not writing anything or changing state—when it sees a 1, but
- writes a 1, moves right, and then enters state $r$—when it sees a 0,

then in our language there would be a program segment for $q$ looking something like this:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\uparrow & < & < & < & < & < & \\
\bullet & 1 & \uparrow & 1 & \leftarrow & \wedge & \\
\bullet & 0 & \uparrow & 1 & \rightarrow & > & r
\end{array}
\]

with entry point $q$ and exit to $r$ as indicated. The first line corresponds to the quintuple $(q, 1, q, 1, L)$; the second, to $(q, 0, r, 1, R)$.

The extra dimension does not, of course, increase the computational ability of Turing machines: the same numeric and string functions are computable regardless of the number of dimensions.

3 Examples

A few examples should demonstrate the ease with which many a program can be written.

3.1 Motion examples

We begin with three simple examples that use the planar layout to advantage.
3.1.1 Example: bounce, bounce

Our first example is an endless display of a ball bouncing off the walls of a room and knocking out black spades, the ‘bricks’, as in the classic Breakout computer game (a.k.a. Little Brick Out) [50]. Sample input data are shown in Figure 5. The ball can move in any of four directions: up left ($\nwarrow$), up right ($\nearrow$), down left ($\swarrow$) or down right ($\searrow$). When it hits a (green) club (clover/trefoil), it changes its vertical direction; when it hits a (red) heart, it changes horizontal direction; when it hits a cross (as in the corners), it changes both directions, and turns on its heels; when it hits a black spade, it destroys it and changes its vertical direction. The program consists of four parts (each dealing with one direction of motion) with ‘wires’ connecting them:
For clarity, white squares are drawn when they indicate testing for white or painting white (erasing).

All our example programs start from the first command on the second line. In the above example, that is a loop, going right until the first circle is encountered.

3.1.2 Example: follow the road

In our next example, the cursor simply follows the path on a map placed on the data grid. The path is indicated by means of the four one-step links, ∧, ∨, <, and >, and the two double-step links, ≪, ≫. Here is the program (note the six tests, one above the other, for the six link symbols) and some sample input (starting at the lower left and cycling about):

Were the path to end in a blank (white) square, execution would halt at that point, with all the tests for links failing.

3.1.3 Example: maze

The next program searches for the way out of a maze, indicated by a (red) heart:

This realization of Ariadne’s thread (Hansel and Gretel’s ‘bread-crum’ method) uses the four one-step links to trace the path connecting the entrance with the current location. They replace both the stack and the set of ‘grey’ (currently visited) cells in the standard depth-first search algorithm. Already-visited cells are painted with (green) clubs; unvisited cells are left blank. See Figure 1.

3.2 Arithmetic examples

We write unary numbers as one (blue) diamond followed by as many (red) hearts as the value of the number (zero or more). For example, 9 and 3 are recorded as follows:
3.2.1 Example: addition
The following program for adding two numbers takes two such inputs (as above) and erases the hearts on the second line one by one, each time adding a heart to the end of the first line:

```
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><<
With input

the output gives the quotient (19 ÷ 3 = 6) and remainder (1) on the third and first lines, respectively:

This program could better be expressed modularly, as follows:

where the module subtract is that defined above (Example 3.2.2). The module entrance and its two exits—the lower exit for when the difference would be negative—are marked by triangles.

3.2.4 Example: square root

Our next example is the ancient Babylonian (or Heron’s) method for calculating (the floor of) the square root of a positive integer \( z \), starting with the (rough) over-estimate \( z \) and repeatedly replacing an estimate \( y \) with the (rounded down) average of \( \lfloor z/y \rfloor \) and \( y \), until the average is greater than the current estimate:

Shown modularly, this is simply

where division is as above (Example 3.2.3), and average is as in the full program shown above. The rest consists of various copying and erasing operations. The averaging module has two exits: if the first number is not larger than the second, the bottom exit is taken and the computation of the square root comes to a halt.
With this program, the input on the left (12) results in the outcome (3) on the right, on the third line of the output grid:

3.2.5 Example: quarter pie
Given a unary number, as before, the following little program draws a (pixelated) quarter of a circle, as depicted in Figure 6 for input 15:

We leave it to the intrepid reader to decipher.

3.2.6 Example: addressing
Given a number \( n \) in unary, the following program accesses the number stored on the \( n \)-th line and copies it to a ‘register’ (line 0).
For this to work as advertised, the data have to be organized with a diagonal addressing scheme, as follows:

The number 9 is copied from the 6th location in the array to the line with the (green) club.

### 3.2.7 Example: sorting
This is a version of bubble sort, rearranging a list of unary numbers in non-descending order, with a (green) club marking the end of the list:

### 3.3 Binary arithmetic examples
Next, we present a few examples of binary arithmetic (we already saw exclusive-or). To indicate a digit 0, (blue) diamonds are used; (red) hearts signify 1; blank squares demarcate numbers.

#### 3.3.1 Example: binary addition and subtraction
Binary addition and subtraction require consideration of the carry, but are not difficult:

The upper program, for addition, skips over white space to the left of the first addend, while the lower one, for subtraction, presumes that the first number abuts the left margin.
3.3.2 Example: binary division

The program is 'hardware' division, and uses the above binary subtraction module to determine each digit of the quotient after successive right shifts of the divisor. Running it on the input shown on the left (426 in binary), results in the output on the right (85 on the last line, with a remainder of 1 on the first):

3.3.3 Example: binary addressing

To look up a binary number (e.g. 42) in an ordered list of binary numbers like

(Containing: 0, 21, 40, 42, 63), we can search digit by digit:

Here, we use a (green) club to 'highlight' the current (red) heart and a (black) spade to highlight a (blue) diamond. Running this program on the input on the left, looking for 42, yields the row marked with a (green) club on the right:
The input is delimited by a row of (green) clubs on top and a row of (red) hearts below, with a row of white squares separating the number (42) being sought from the list of numbers being searched. (The program is not designed to work for numbers not in the list.) This can be combined with instructions to copy the remainder of the marked row, as we did in the unary case (Example 3.2.6).

4 A universal machine

Turing [44] also invented the notion of universal machine, a program that can interpret any program and run it on any given input. In Turing’s case, this is all done on a one-dimensional tape: the transition function of the machine to be simulated is written on the tape in a standard form as a sequence of quintuples; this is followed by the desired input to that program, with some marker separating them. In models of computation not having strings, such as the recursive functions, programs are encoded in some abstruse fashion. In the usual programming languages, which have facilities for inputting strings, the program to be interpreted can be given in its natural textual form. Of course, modern languages come chock full of programming features, making the writing of a universal program (for C, for example) quite complicated (hundreds of thousands of lines [13]), unless the language has a built-in self-interpreter (as, e.g., in Scheme), in which case, one simply calls the interpreter, but need not reprogram the semantics of instructions.

A two-dimensional Turing machine enjoys the best of all worlds. Programs and data require virtually no encoding, and the interpreter is half-a-page long and of transparent simplicity. See

![Figure 7. A two-dimensional universal machine.](http://logcom.oxfordjournals.org/)

Figure 7. To keep track of the program counter (current position in the program) and the cursor (current position in the data), the input to the interpreter, both program and data, have extra lines inserted between their lines, so that the interpreter can mark those two positions in those channels, without disturbing the input itself. The layout is shown in Figure 8. (One could arrange for the input to be given in pristine form and for the interpreter to insert blank lines before continuing as above.)
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Universality in two dimensions

(←, →, ↑, ↓, +, ⋄), plus the six symbols for links (<, >, ∧, ∨, ≪, ≫). This would enable the universal machine to interpret itself.

It is the marriage of two-dimensional programming with two-dimensional data that allows for this very simple, transparent approach to universality. While a Turing-machine interpreter executes the universal program (our prototype is written in OCaml [28]), one can watch exactly how each cell changes. In this way, computation proceeds visibly, on the precise level of Turing’s analysis of human clerical computation.2

5 Discussion

Ever since the invention of painting and writing in the hoary past, humankind has been using two dimensions for interpersonal communication and for the recording of data. The invention of codices in antiquity added a convenient third dimension as well, in the form of a sequence of two-dimensional pages. But the mechanical age reverted some forms of communication to just one dimension, notably the telegraph and ticker tape. Unfortunately, to a large degree, computer programming inherited this distorted one-dimensional view. All the same, computer scientists certainly continue—informally, at least—to use two-dimensional representations of data on paper and whiteboards, as well as two-dimensional depictions of programs, most conspicuously for finite automata. And they commonly use various types of diagrams and charts for the specification of requirements.

Nowadays, the second dimension is becoming ever more important. Today’s touch-screen interfaces, with their finger gestures, are inherently two dimensional, and often easier than communication via keyboard. We contend that the time is ripe for programming itself to make greater and better use of the second dimension and of modern interfaces. Such use can take many different forms. One can simply use flowcharts and diagrams to program Turing machines directly—as described in this article, and similarly for some higher-level languages. The modular structure of programs or systems could be given a graphic formulation—using, say, Venn-like diagrams, where each function is a point and each module is represented as a set, allowing one to drag and drop functions and modules. A visual language of pipes and fittings could be used for Unix-like shell scripts.

Turing machines were conceived so as to employ only the most primitive basic operations, with the intent of analysing the fundamental nature of computation. Though standard one-dimensional machines suit this purpose, two-dimensional operations are no less fundamental. Unlike one-dimensional Turing machines, two-dimensional machines are quite practical for small-scale tasks. We have seen in the preceding sections how easy it is to code basic algorithms for unary or binary arithmetic, for sorting, for graph traversal, and even for a universal machine. Having two-dimensional data makes algorithms for arithmetic quite natural, much more so than running back and forth on a narrow tape. It goes without saying that algorithms for mazes or planar graphs benefit from the second dimension. Indeed, we have found programming in this way both relatively hassle-free and error-free, and quite enjoyable to boot.

Having two dimensions for programs, as advocated here, makes their control structures more transparent than with a linear language and improves readability. Despite the bad name unstructured flowcharts have earned [29] (see [38], for example, for a two-dimensional flowchart-based environment designed for teaching novices the basics of programming), they do not have the same disadvantages in a variable-free language operating on a single global state—the grid. We have seen the use of modules in some of our examples. Packaging clichés and modules in small named units

2A video of this universal machine in action, interpreting a sorting program, may be viewed at http://nachum.org/Universal.html.
would make for more perspicuous programs. Modular Turing-machine flow diagrams were utilized extensively by Hermes [23].

We have found two-dimensional Turing machines to be an ideal springboard for an investigation of the coupling of two-dimensional programs and two-dimensional data. True, programming-language layout and data-domain layout are orthogonal issues; one could be two-dimensional, while the other need not be. But—for the universal machine—the combination is particularly apt, as we saw in the previous section.

Various extensions of the two-dimensional paradigm come to mind. To add a third dimension to the data, one would only need to add two motions (‘in’ and ‘out’); it is similarly a trivial matter to adopt other topologies. Adding a third dimension to programs, too, would obviate the need to accommodate crossing wires (with \( \ll \) and \( \gg \)). It is also a trivial matter to add non-determinism (as suggested by Turing [44] for implementing proof search) to our programming language. A command ‘?’ with two exits would do the trick. The desirability and difficulty of including non-determinism in a secondary-school computer-science curriculum are discussed in [1].

Compared to higher-level programming languages, it is true that not having even finite-domain variables often leads to duplication in programs. The Breakout bouncing-ball program (Example 3.1.1) lacks a variable for the velocity vector. Macros—i.e., modules with cell variables—could help reduce the resultant duplication in programming. For the bouncing ball, one could employ a macro with the following shape:

![Macro Diagram](image)

The parameter \( x \) takes as its value either \( \leftarrow \) or \( \rightarrow \) and \( z \) takes \( \uparrow \) or \( \downarrow \) to indicate the direction of motion; parameters \( u \) and \( v \) should be their opposites. These commands are substituted in the macro for the parameters to yield a specific module. Entry points and exit points of the four modules need to be connected as before. The abstraction made possible by such macros would go a long way to making the Turing paradigm more practical.

An even better way to overcome the duplication problem would be to have more than one read/write head, each with its own cursor, a possibility also entertained by Turing. With a second cursor, one could use one grid square to code the direction of the velocity vector in the bouncing-ball example, obviating the need to repeat everything fourfold. Multiple heads provide a modicum of local storage for controlling behaviour, while, with only one cursor, that drop of data need to be shuttled around to keep it near the head for easy access. Also, with many heads, it is much easier to perform actions that span unbounded distances—like copying a line an arbitrary (computed or inputted) distance from the original. Whereas local actions—copying a fixed distance—are quite easy with only one head, long-distance operations require much shuffling about with only one head. Incorporating multiple heads in our framework is easy: just add a command \( !X \), say, to shift focus to the head coloured \( X \). A universal machine, given one more head than the program it interprets, would have an easy time, easily keeping everything it needs to know at its ‘fingertips’; if, on the other hand, the universal machine had only as many heads as the program, it would need to add tracks in the program and data, as we did for the single-headed machine.
In the long run, these considerations might suggest the implementation of a RAM model on top of a Turing machine model, as hinted by the addressing programs (Examples 3.2.6 and 3.3.3). RAM machines are, of course, more powerful (time-wise) than Turing machines. Turing machine-steps, on the other hand, were invented to mirror atomic human operations. Their absolute and relative simplicity is why we launched our voyage with two-dimensional Turing machines.

Last, but not least, our two-dimensional language is ideal for introducing youngsters and novices to the exciting world of algorithms. The pedagogic advantages of two-dimensional languages have long been recognized, beginning with Seymour Papert’s Logo turtles [31] and more recently with Kara [33, 34] and Scratch [36], for instance. The value of visually interpreted code for beginning programmers is considered in [25]. For experimental evidence of the advantage of direct manipulation of objects made possible by two dimensions, see [4]. Similarly, our two-dimensional language provides a ‘hands on’ learning experience. In fact, the Bloomfield Science Museum in Jerusalem has included such two-dimensional Turing machines as part of its innovative 2013–2015 computer-science exhibition [51]. A prototype JavaScript implementation [7] is available online.

The two-dimensional Turing machine forges a wonderful framework within which one can explicate the workings of a RAM machine. Recently, a two-dimensional Turing-machine interpreter of the Intel 8086 assembly language has been constructed. The assembly-language program, (random-access) memory and registers are all laid out on the plane; the Turing machine decomposes and interprets each instruction, accesses the indicated memory locations, copies (binary) numbers from registers to memory and vice-versa, and performs arithmetic operations as instructed, all in a most transparent fashion. See [42].

As our 2D programming language contains no alphabetical symbols or numerals (only €, $, arrows and [coloured] shapes), there is actually no need for one to know the alphabet to become proficient in reading and writing programs. A whimsical rendition (inspired by Snakes and Ladders) of a program to convert a unary number into binary is portrayed in Figure 9. 

---

3See https://logothings.wikispaces.com.
4See http://www.swisseduc.ch/compscience/karatojava.
5See http://inriamecsci.github.io/#!/grains/Turing-2D.
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